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Quickbit launches Web App and Chrome
extension – preparations for larger expansion

Today, Quickbit announces the launch of Quickbit App as a Web App and Chrome extension
("Add-On"). This means that Quickbit App's payment function becomes available in the
browser and through a Chrome extension, which enables logging into a Quickbit account
directly in the browser.
 
The development of a Web App and Chrome extension is an important step in Quickbit's continued
journey. This means an expansion of the existing ecosystem of products and services, while also
preparing Quickbit for a larger expansion of its user base. Currently, Quickbit is preparing to take the
step into completely new markets, and this is part of getting an increased reach and faster spread.

The Quickbit Web App enables users of the Quickbit App to log into their account directly in the
browser and perform most of the services possible in the app. Total functional parity between the
client apps and the Web App has a longer road map, but is still a goal.

Through Quickbit's new Chrome extension, Quickbit enables its users to have the Web App
integrated and available in the browser for internet purchases directly at the time of purchase. It
increases the conditions for a wider use of Quickbit's payment services, while at the same time
simplifying the payment experience for Quickbit's users. In addition to that, Quickbit gains greater
exposure by being visible in the Chrome Web Store and becomes more accessible, enabling more
downloads and simplifying the onboarding of new users.

Quickbit also intends to build support for an Ethereum wallet that will provide access to Web3
technologies such as DeFi and NFT. Together with the new platforms, Quickbit strengthens the
offering towards the crypto segment and expands accessibility towards an even wider market.

"I am incredibly happy that we finally have a Web App and Chrome extension in place. It is an
important step to be able to onboard users to Quickbit and be available wherever our users want to
use their crypto. We now hope to have an even faster spread and I am convinced that this is only the
beginning of a large and rapid expansion of our consumer offer to the outside world”, says Daniel
Sonesson, CEO Quickbit.

For further information, please contact:
Daniel Sonesson, CEO
+ 46 73 530 30 25
ir@quickbit.com

------------------------------------

Quickbit is a Swedish fintech company founded in 2016 with the goal of making the integration of
cryptocurrencies into the everyday lives of people and companies smoother. Today, Quickbit offers
safe and easy-to-use products for e-merchants as well as customers. With a transaction volume to
date in excess of €1 billion, Quickbit has already enabled and empowered individuals around the
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world, through the use of cryptocurrencies. Quickbit has been listed on NGM Nordic SME since July
2019. For more information, please visit www.quickbit.com
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